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Abstract: Green roofs can be a valid solution for stormwater management in urban environments.
The objective of this study was to develop a laboratory procedure for the hydraulic characterization of
artificial substrates, used in the realization of green roofs, based on transient evaporation and steady-
state unit hydraulic gradient (UHG) experiments. The retention, θ(h), and hydraulic conductivity,
K(h), curves of two commercial substrates Terra Mediterranea® (TMT) and AgriTERRAM® (ATV)
and a specifically developed substrate made by mixing peat, compost and sandy loam soil (MIX)
were investigated. The unimodal van Genuchten–Mualem (VGM) hydraulic functions obtained by
the direct evaporation method with different choices of the fitting parameters were compared with
UHG measurements of K(h) conducted close to saturation. A numerical inversion of the transient
evaporation experiments performed by Hydrus-1D software was also conducted, assuming that the
hydraulic properties could be expressed either by unimodal or bimodal VGM models. The results
indicated that an appropriate a priori choice of the residual water content parameter improved the
estimation of the water retention curve. Moreover, the water retention data estimated from the direct
evaporation method were not statistically different from those obtained with the inverse Hydrus-1D.
The unsaturated hydraulic conductivity estimations obtained by the direct and inverse methods were
highly correlated and the use of the bimodal VGM model improved the estimation of K(h) in the wet
range. The numerical inversion of laboratory evaporation data with the hydraulic characteristics
expressed by the bimodal VGM model proved to be a reliable and effective procedure for hydraulic
characterization of artificial substrates, thus improving the reliability of simulated water fluxes in
green roofs.

Keywords: green roof; evaporative method; Hydrus 1D; hydraulic characterization; retention curve;
conductivity curve

1. Introduction

Green roofs are low-impact development measures aimed at mitigating the effects of
flooding in urban areas [1]. Green roofs are able to reduce and delay the peak rate into the
sewage system through two mechanisms: (i) the retention of rainfall and (ii) the detention
of runoff. The retention capacity is the volume of rainfall that is stored by the growing
medium and lost via evapotranspiration. Detention refers to the temporal delay occurring
between rainfall that is not retained and emerges as runoff [2]. Considering that roofs may
represent a large portion of the total impervious surfaces in urban areas, green roofs are
one of the key options for hydrologic restoration and stormwater management [3].

Conceptual models for green roof hydrologic functioning, e.g., [4], include lumped
parameters that are case sensitive and need to be calibrated against experimental data,
thus limiting their general applicability [5,6]. Physically based models such as Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA)’s Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) [6,7], Soil
Water Atmosphere and Plant (SWAP) model [8] and Hydrus model [9–12] in either one-
dimensional [13,14], two-dimensional [15,16] and three-dimensional versions [5] were
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successfully applied to simulate the water balance and the hydrologic response of a vege-
tated roof. Knowledge of the hydraulic properties, i.e., the relationships between the soil
water pressure head, h, the volumetric water content, θ, and the soil hydraulic conductivity,
K, is necessary to apply simulation models based on the numerical solution of the Richards
equation [8,14]. However, few studies have provided a comprehensive hydraulic charac-
terization of green roof substrates. In most cases, the hydraulic properties of green roofs
were highly simplified or limited to some specific soil characteristics (e.g., field capacity,
wilting point, or particle size distribution) and generally focused only on the soil water
retention curves. For example, in [13], only field capacity and wilting point were measured.
These data, in conjunction with the bulk density and particle size distribution, were used
to estimate the hydraulic properties of substrates using a pedotransfer function. Similarly,
Refs. [8,17] assumed water retention parameters from the literature. Li and Babcock [15] ac-
quired the shape parameters (α and n) of the van Genuchten model for water retention [18]
from the hanging water column and saturated hydraulic conductivity from laboratory
falling head experiments. A comprehensive estimation of both θ(h) and K(h) functions
for a mineral green roof substrate was conducted by [5] and [14] who used a simplified
version of the evaporation method with an extended measurement range [19,20]. However,
they assumed the saturated soil hydraulic conductivity, Ks, as a fitting parameter and
their estimations of soil hydraulic conductivity function basically relies on measurements
conducted in the dry range between 10 and 30% of volumetric water content.

In the range of θ values near to soil saturation, an accurate determination of K(h) (or
K(θ)) is critically important for highly permeable porous media, like green roof substrates,
given they must ensure rapid drainage and avoid water ponding on the surface even during
intense precipitation. However, the high non-linearity of hydraulic functions represents a
major difficulty as a small change in θ may change K by several orders of magnitude.

A very effective and rapid transient laboratory method for simultaneous determina-
tion of both θ(h) and K(h) relationships for the same sample is the evaporation method,
firstly proposed by Wind [21]. The water retention characteristic θ(h) is first estimated
from the average water content and pressure head readings at several locations of the
soil sample by an iterative procedure. Then, the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity
function is determined from the pressure head profile and the changes in water content
distribution. A simplified version of Wind’s method was proposed by [22] in which
tensiometers are installed at only two depths within a short soil column. However, the
linearizing assumptions of the simplified method with respect to time, space and the
water content–pressure head relationship could result in marked deviations from the
true hydraulic properties for the coarse-textured pore media that are commonly used for
green roof design [23].

Apart from this, other limitations may affect the evaporation method. Water cavi-
tation in the tensiometers, typically occurring around −70 to −90 kPa, limits the mea-
surement range on the dry end [19,20]. On the wet end, the major limitations arise
from the inability to obtain accurate estimates of the hydraulic conductivity because
the hydraulic gradients are too small and subject to uncertainties in tensiometric read-
ings [19,24]. However, many hydrologic and agronomic studies require soil hydraulic
property measurements at both lower and higher tensions. Therefore, the integration of
evaporation data with independent measurements conducted for both the wet and/or
the dry ends seems a valuable solution to improve the soil hydraulic functions’ reliability.
Water retention data at low pressure head values can be readily obtained by the pressure
plate apparatus [25] whereas measurements of near-saturated hydraulic conductivity
may be obtained from steady-state head-controlled infiltration experiments, like the unit
hydraulic gradient (UHG) [26]. Although the combination of these two techniques is
attractive, to our knowledge, measurements of near-saturated hydraulic conductivity
on the same sample used for evaporation experiments were conducted only by [19,27].
Furthermore, provided that θ(h) and K(h) data collected from the evaporation method
are generally fitted by closed-form empirical functions like the van Genuchten–Mualem
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(VGM) model [18], the consistency between modelled functions and additional steady-
state measurements (pressure plate and UGH data) may be problematic and need to be
specifically assessed. This is particularly true close to saturation where, due to the influ-
ence of the macropore domain, unimodal functions may be inappropriate to describe the
hydraulic properties of green roof substrates [3,28–30].

Parameter optimization based on an inverse solution of the Richards equation has
been largely used for soil hydraulic characterization (e.g., [31,32]). One of the advantages
of the inverse method is the flexibility in modelling the hydraulic properties of the porous
media. Though numerically more expensive, inverse modelling was considered preferable
to simplified evaporation methods for coarse media with narrow pore-size distribution [33].
The optimization module of the Hydrus-1D model [9] was used to estimate the water
retention curve and the hydraulic conductivity function of green roof substrates from
simulated rainfall experiments [34–37] but the feasibility of estimating the parameters of
the bimodal VGM [28] from an inverse approach was not explored.

The present study was performed with the main objective of developing a laboratory
procedure for the hydraulic characterization of green roof artificial substrates based on
evaporation and steady-state UHG experiments. The hydraulic properties of the substrates
obtained with the direct Wind method were compared with those obtained by numerical
inversion of the evaporation transient experiments performed by Hydrus-1D software.
The agreement with independent near-saturated K measurements was assessed with the
aim of establishing the reliability of unimodal and bimodal VGM models to describe the
hydraulic properties of the considered artificial substrates. Specific aims were addressed,
including the following: (i) evaluating the influence of fixing the parameters related to the
dry portion of θ(h) and K(h) functions, namely the residual volumetric water content θr and
the shape parameter λ, and (ii) establishing the best approach to obtain mean θ(h) and K(h)
functions representative of several replicate samples.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Substrate Characteristics

Three green roof substrates were considered in this investigation, including two
commercial substrates and a specifically developed growing substrate that showed good
hydraulic characteristics for use in ornamental plant production [38]. The first commercial
substrate is Terra Mediterranea® (TMT), manufactured by Harpo Verdepensile (Harpo spa,
Trieste, Italy), consisting of a mixture of 80% mineral fraction (lapillus, pumice and zeolite)
and 20% organic fraction (peat and compost). According to the technical specifications
released by the manufacturer, the substrate dry bulk density, ρb, is 850–1000 kg m−3, the
saturated hydraulic conductivity, Ks, is larger than 1200 mm h−1 and the field capacity
(i.e., water content at 100 cm suction), θfc, is 0.30–0.45 m3m−3.The second commercial
substrate is AgriTERRAM® TV (ATV) manufactured by Perlite Italiana srl (Corsico, Milan,
Italy). The mineral fraction (75–80%) includes lapillus, pumice and expanded perlite and
the organic fraction (20–25%) includes peat, bark, coconut fiber and organic conditioners.
Technical specifications certify that ρb = 400 kg m−3, Ks > 780 mm h−1 and θfc > 0.50 m3m−3.
The third growing substrate (MIX) was prepared by mixing on a volume basis 25% peat,
25% compost and 50% mineral soil. Commercial 100% sphagnum peat moss (Vigorplant,
Fombio, Lodi, Italy) and 5-month-aged compost from orange juice processing wastes
and garden cleaning [39] were used as organic fractions. The mineral fraction was ob-
tained using 2 mm sieved sandy loam soil (Typic Rhodoxeralf, clay = 15.9%, silt = 27.2%,
sand = 56.9%, USDA).

For each substrate, four replicated samples were prepared by compacting a given
weight of material into plastic cylinders with a 9.3 cm inner diameter and 12 cm height.
In order to avoid artefacts due to sample preparation, compaction was conducted in four
successive steps by beating the substrates with five strokes from a height of 5 cm followed
by five rotations with a pestle at each increment.
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2.2. Evaporation and UHG Experiments

Given the evaporation method yields the drying branch of the unsaturated hydraulic
functions (Figure 1a), the UHG experiment was performed prior to the evaporation experi-
ment and following a descending sequence of applied pressure heads. A device similar to
the one described by [26] was used (Figure 1b). Samples were saturated from the bottom
on the porous plate of a glass funnel, with an air entry value of −40 cm, connected to an
outflow tube that could be moved in height to establish a given h value at the bottom of the
sample. A pressure head at the top of the sample was applied using a tension infiltrometer
with an 8.5 cm diameter porous disk (Soil Measurement Systems, Tucson, AZ, USA). A
thin layer of 2 mm sieved material was spread on the surface of TMT and ATV to ensure
a good and stable hydraulic connection with the infiltrometer plate. The same h value
was applied at both the upper and lower boundaries in order to establish and maintain a
downward unit gradient flux. Under the assumption that the hydraulic gradient is a unit,
the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is equal to the measured downward steady-state
flux. Steady-state conditions were considered to be achieved when the infiltration rate, at
each imposed pressure head value, was constant with time. A sequence of pressure head
values of −6, −12 and −18 cm was applied in succession.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup for the Wind evaporation method (a) and apparatus for measuring
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity with UHG method (b).

At the end of the UHG experiment, the sample bottom was sealed and three micro-
tensiometers were horizontally inserted into holes drilled at 2, 6 and 10 cm heights in
order to measure pressure head profiles during the evaporation experiment. The ceramic
cups of 3 cm length and 0.6 cm outer diameter were connected to pressure transducers
(SDEC, Reignac sur Indre, France). The soil core was then placed on a scale (maximum
load 4000 g, resolution 0.1 g) and the evaporation process was allowed to start. Data from
scales and tensiometers were automatically acquired and recorded by a CR1000 datalogger
(Campbell Scientific, Shepshed, UK) at 1 min time intervals until the upper tensiometer
stopped working properly. A blower was used to enhance the soil evaporation rate. For the
entire duration of the evaporation experiments, the laboratory temperature was maintained
at 22 ± 1 ◦C.
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Depending on the characteristics of the tested substrates, the duration of evaporation
experiments was from 72 to 170 hr for TMT, from 141 to 324 hr for ATV and from 222 to
489 h for MIX. The range of the explored pressure head values was rather limited, with
the minimum measured h value equal to –282, –87 and –439 cm for TMT, ATV and MIX,
respectively, but in line with the results obtained by [14] for TMT and [40] for coarse
textured green roof substrates.

At the end of the experiment, the tensiometers were removed and the final water
content of the substrate was determined by weighing the sample after oven drying at 105 ◦C.
The average water contents of the soil sample at different times were backward calculated
from recorded weights and final water content. For the calculation of hydraulic properties
with the Wind iterative method [21], the soil core was divided into three compartments,
centered on the tensiometer positions, with a constant thickness of 4 cm.

The volumetric water contents at a h value of −150 m, θ150, were determined by the
pressure plate extractors on three replicated samples of 5-cm diameter by 1 cm height [25].

2.3. Determination of the Soil Hydraulic Functions

On the assumption that the soil column is homogeneous, determination of the water
retention characteristic involved the following iterative procedure:

1. An initial guess fitting of the van Genuchten [18] water retention curve was achieved
from the mean values of the pressure head at the three depths, hi = (h1,i + h2,i+h3,i)/3
and the average sample water contents, θi, measured at the same time;

2. Using the fitted water retention curve, water contents, θk,i, were estimated at depths
and times at which the pressure heads were measured;

3. The estimated average water contents were compared with the measured water
storages of the soil sample obtained from weighting and the differences equally
redistributed among the three compartments;

4. From these θk,i vs. hk,i pairs, an updated water retention curve was obtained;
5. Steps 3 and 4 were repeated until the maximum absolute change in water storage

values between two successive iterations was < 0.0001 m3m−3.

In general, three iterations were sufficient to reach convergence.
Temporal changes in water content for each of the three compartments were used to

compute hydraulic conductivity by means of a modified instantaneous profile method.
During the time interval ∆t = ti+1 − ti, the water flux, qk (L T−1) from the compartment k
upward in the compartment k + 1 is approximated by:

qk = − (θk, i+1 − θk, i)∆z
∆t

+ qk−1,i (1)

in which ∆z (L) is the compartment thickness (in this case ∆z = 4 cm). The hydraulic
conductivity, K (L T−1), was consequently computed according to the Darcy equation
as follows:

Kk

(
h
)
= − qk

(∆h/∆z)k,k+1 + 1
(2)

where (∆h/∆z)k,k+1 is the average pressure head gradient between two consecutive com-
partments as measured from tensiometer readings at two consecutive times (ti and ti+1).

Corresponding h (or θ) values for the K(h) (or K(θ)) relationships were calculated from:

h =
hk,i + hk,i+1 + hk+1,i + hk+1,i+1

4
(3)

θ =
θk,i + θk,i+1 + θk+1,i + θk+1,i+1

4
(4)

In view of the high uncertainty at low gradients due to the limited sensitivity of
tensiometers, all K values obtained from hydraulic gradients lower than −0.2 m m−1 were
excluded from the analysis.
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2.4. Data Analysis

Coupled h vs. θ and K vs. h data obtained for each soil sample from the UHG and
evaporation experiments were fitted by the unimodal van Genuchten–Mualem model [18]
(VGM):

Se =
θ(h)− θr

θs − θr
=

1(
1 + |αh|n

)m (5)

K(h) = KsSλ
e

[
1 −

(
1 − S

1
m
e

)m]2

(6)

where Se is the effective water content, Ks (LT−1), is the saturated hydraulic conductivity,
θr and θs (L3L−3) denote the residual and the saturated water contents, respectively, λ is a
pore connectivity parameter, and α (L−1), n, and m (=1 − 1/n) are empirical parameters.
Given that θr and λ influence the dry end of the soil hydraulic functions [41,42], it is likely
that these parameters, when left unconstrained, could be poorly estimated. Therefore, it
appeared worthwhile to evaluate if fixing θr and λ to an a priori fixed value could influence
the quality of estimated θ(h) and K(h) functions.

In order to verify the role of fixing/estimating θr and λ parameters, the following
preliminary analyses were conducted:

6. The retention data obtained by the evaporation method were fitted using Equation (5)
considering α, n, and θs as fitting parameters, whereas θr was either fitted or fixed
at θ150;

7. The hydraulic conductivity data obtained by the evaporation method were fitted
using Equation (6) considering α, n, θs and θr values obtained from the previous step,
Ks as a fitting parameter and λ either fitted or fixed at λ = 0.5.

The quality of fitting was evaluated for each substrate sample in terms of the Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Nash–Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) [43,44]. When the estimates
obtained considering a different number of fitted parameters were compared, the Akaike’s
information criterion (AIC) was also considered. The best fitting approach was selected as
the one with the smallest value of AIC in order to penalize overfitting [5,45].

The possibility of estimating parameters of Equations (5) and (6) by the inverse
method was also evaluated. To this aim, the sample weights and the pressure heads
in the three compartments of the sample collected at 1 h intervals during the transient
evaporation process were used as the input of the inverse method package of Hydrus-
1D software [9]. Parameters α, n, and θs and Ks were estimated, while θr and λ were
fixed at the optimal values obtained in the preceding step. Soil hydraulic properties
obtained by the inverse method were compared with those obtained by the direct
Wind method. Comparison was conducted either considering each replicated sample
separately or the average θ(h) or K(h) curves obtained by the four replicates. Specifically,
average θ(h) or K(h) curves were obtained by two approaches: (i) θ and K values were
sampled at fixed h values (46 values for both θ and K) and averaged, the parameters of
averaged θ(h) or K(h) curves were then obtained by fitting the VGM model; (ii) the VGM
parameters of the four samples were averaged and a curve corresponding to the average
parameters considered.

Finally, the mean K(h) relationships obtained from direct and inverse methods were
compared with the mean near-saturated hydraulic conductivity values measured at −6,
−12 and −18 cm by the UHG method. This last analysis aimed at evaluating the ability of
the evaporation experiment when analyzed using the direct or inverse method to estimate
accurate K values close to saturation. In order to increase the flexibility of θ(h) or K(h)
function to fit the measured data, the bimodal van Genuchten–Mualem model was used as
follows [28]:

Se = ω1
[
1 + (α1h)n1

]m1 + ω2
[
1 + (α2h)n2

]m2 (7)
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K(Se) = Ks

(ω1Se1 + ω2Se2)
λ

(
ω1α1

[
1 −

(
1 − S

1
m1
e1

)m1
]
+ ω2α2

[
1 −

(
1 − S

1
m2
e2

)m2
])2

(ω1α1 + ω2α2)
2 (8)

where ω1 and ω2 are the weighting factors for the two flow regions (micro- and macrop-
ores), and αi, ni, mi (=1 − 1/ni), and λ are empirical parameters of the separate hydraulic
functions (i = 1, 2).

3. Results
3.1. Estimation of Soil Hydraulic Functions by Direct Wind Method

The retention curves obtained for the different replicated samples of the three con-
sidered substrates are plotted in Figure 2. For both conditions (θr fitted or fixed at θ150),
the estimated retention curves effectively reproduced the measured θ(h) values and the
two curves mostly overlapped in the measurement range. The estimated values of the
volumetric water content at saturation, θs, ranged from 0.46 to 0.48 cm3cm−3 and from 0.53
to 0.59 cm3cm−3 for the TMT and MIX substrates, respectively. For these substrates, the
differences in θs estimated with the two procedures were the most equal to 0.01 cm3cm−3. It
was concluded that a close estimation of θs can be obtained independently of the considered
estimation strategy. The only exception was for two samples of the ATV substrate in which
the difference between the two estimated θs values reached 0.09 cm3cm−3.
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For all the considered experiments (n = 12), when θr was estimated (θr = fit), the
iterative Wind procedure yielded θr = 0 as the best solution and, therefore, θr was fixed at
zero. Compared to the θr = θ150 strategy, this resulted in a systematic underestimation of
θ(h) in the dry range of the water retention curve. The goodness of fit for both strategies is
indicated by the low RMSE values and the NSE value close to one. Specifically, the RMSE
values ranged from a minimum of 0.002 to a maximum of 0.013 cm3cm−3, whereas the NSE
index was always higher than 0.97.
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For the TMT and ATV substrates, no clear preference for a specific estimation strategy
could be claimed. For the MIX substrate, fixing the residual water content at the value
measured for h = θ150 m generally yielded better estimates of the water retention curve
(Table 1). From these findings, it can be deduced that the estimation of the retention curve
carried out with the direct Wind method is more accurate if an appropriate choice of the θr
parameter is made.

Table 1. Parameters of the retention curves obtained by the direct Wind method by assuming θr was
fitted or fixed at θ150.

Substrates Sample θr θs α n m RMSE NSE

[cm3 cm−3] [cm3 cm−3] [-cm−1] [cm3 cm−3]

TMT 1 0.04 * 0.46 0.020 1.61 0.38 0.002 1.00
1 0.00 0.46 0.019 1.57 0.36 0.002 1.00
2 0.04 * 0.46 0.031 1.40 0.29 0.003 0.99
2 0.00 0.46 0.030 1.36 0.27 0.003 0.99
3 0.04 * 0.46 0.030 1.41 0.39 0.003 1.00
3 0.00 0.48 0.016 1.72 0.37 0.003 1.00
4 0.04 * 0.48 0.023 1.61 0.38 0.007 0.99
4 0.00 0.48 0.024 1.51 0.34 0.007 0.99

ATV 1 0.11 * 0.52 0.117 1.44 0.31 0.004 0.99
1 0.00 0.53 0.138 1.30 0.23 0.004 0.99
2 0.11 * 0.63 0.091 1.68 0.40 0.012 0.98
2 0.00 0.72 0.177 1.41 0.29 0.013 0.97
3 0.11 * 0.79 0.203 1.48 0.32 0.008 0.99
3 0.00 0.85 0.332 1.33 0.25 0.008 0.99
4 0.11 * 0.69 0.069 1.46 0.31 0.003 1.00
4 0.00 0.70 0.076 1.35 0.26 0.002 1.00

MIX 1 0.07 * 0.53 0.029 1.56 0.36 0.005 0.99
1 0.00 0.53 0.030 1.45 0.31 0.006 0.99
2 0.07 * 0.58 0.037 1.43 0.30 0.006 1.00
2 0.00 0.59 0.043 1.33 0.25 0.007 0.99
3 0.07 * 0.56 0.029 1.49 0.33 0.003 1.00
3 0.00 0.57 0.033 1.38 0.28 0.006 0.99
4 0.07 * 0.55 0.033 1.47 0.32 0.004 1.00
4 0.00 0.56 0.039 1.36 0.26 0.005 1.00

* θr fixed at θ150.

The measured values of unsaturated soil hydraulics showed a large dispersion at
higher pressure heads (h > −30 cm) particularly for the two commercial substrates (TMT
and ATV) (Figure 3). The uncertainty in K(h) measurements close to saturation is a known
drawback of the evaporation method due to the influence of measurement errors when
the hydraulic gradients are low. In the case of the commercial substrate, the measurement
error influence is probably emphasized by the coarser nature of the material that makes the
hydraulic contact with the ceramic cup of the tensiometers more problematic.

For both the considered conditions (λ fitted or fixed at 0.5), the estimated hydraulic
conductivity curves overlapped the experimental K(h) values in the measured range of
pressure heads (Figure 3). The two estimated K(h) relationships diverged for drier condi-
tions (i.e., low h values). In this range, fitting of the λ parameter generally resulted in an
underestimation of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function. This was the case
for TMT, for which λ ranged from 1.51 to 6.57, sample 1 of ATV (λ = 3.0) and samples 1, 2
and 3 of MIX (λ = 1.32–1.77). Conversely, overestimated K(h) functions in the dry range
corresponded to fitted values of λ lower than 0.5 (samples 2, 3 and 4 of ATV and sample 4
of MIX). Due to the direct correlation existing between Ks and λ [32,46], higher estimated
saturated hydraulic conductivity values corresponded to higher λ values (Table 2). Fitting
a λ parameter greater than 0.5 resulted in an overestimation of Ks by a mean factor of
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3.1. When fitted λ was lower than 0.5, Ks was underestimated by a mean factor of 0.87.
Therefore, overestimation of Ks when λ was left unconstrained was a more frequent and
relevant outcome than the opposite one (underestimation of Ks). It is worth noting that even
an overestimation of Ks up to a factor of 2 was not able to fit the near saturated hydraulic
conductivity values estimated from UHG experiments (Figure 3). The only exception was
for sample 4 of TMT, for which Ks estimated with unconstrained λ was a factor of 12.4 larger
than the one estimated with λ = 0.5.
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Table 2. Parameters of hydraulic conductivity curves obtained with the Wind iterative approach by
assuming λ fitted or fixed at 0.5.

Substrate Sample Ks λ RMSE NSE AIC

[cm3 h−1] [cm3 cm−3]

TMT 1 1.08 1.51 0.18 −1.64 0.04
1 0.58 0.50 * 0.17 −1.50 0.02
2 1.12 6.57 0.01 0.92 −0.38
2 0.61 0.50 * 0.01 0.84 −0.17
3 0.40 2.22 0.03 0.63 −0.22
3 0.34 0.50 * 0.03 0.61 −0.11
4 43.34 4.60 0.00 0.97 −0.44
4 3.50 0.50 * 0.00 0.89 −0.19

ATV 1 10.74 3.30 0.03 0.53 −0.06
1 4.52 0.50 * 0.03 0.51 −0.03
2 1.94 0 0.03 0.35 −0.06
2 2.30 0.50 * 0.03 0.34 −0.03
3 48.11 0.00 0.14 0.46 0.03
3 59.39 0.50 * 0.14 0.44 0.01
4 4.62 0.00 0.07 0.54 −0.02
4 5.11 0.50 * 0.07 0.53 −0.01
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Table 2. Cont.

Substrate Sample Ks λ RMSE NSE AIC

MIX 1 1.08 1.51 0.00 0.96 −12.82
1 0.58 0.50 * 0.00 0.94 −12.57
2 4.31 1.77 0.00 0.97 −0.21
2 1.74 0.50 * 0.00 0.96 −0.10
3 1.25 1.32 0.00 0.90 −0.12
3 0.97 0.50 * 0.00 0.88 −0.06
4 1.85 0.26 0.00 0.95 −0.05
4 1.99 0.50 * 0.00 0.95 −0.03

* λ fixed at 0.5.

The RMSE and NSE values indicated a very good estimation performance for the MIX
substrate and a relatively good performance for the other two substrates (Table 2). Only
sample 1 of TMT showed negative values of NSE and high values of RMSE. In terms of
RMSE and NSE, the two considered estimation strategies (λ fitted or fixed at 0.5) were
practically equivalent. For 10 out of 12 samples, the AIC values for fitted λ were lower
than those for fixed λ. The two exceptions were sample 1 of TMT and sample 3 of ATV
that showed poor RMSE and NSE values. Therefore, the strategy involving fitting of the λ

parameter was considered preferable to that assuming a constrained λ value equal to 0.5.

3.2. Estimation of Soil Hydraulic Functions by Inverse Method

The retention and hydraulic conductivity curve parameters of three substrates esti-
mated by the inverse method applied to the evaporation experiments are shown in Table 3.
According to the results of the previous section, the θr parameter was set at θ150 and the
λ parameter was estimated. Comparison between the mean soil hydraulic parameters
obtained by the direct and inverse methods is reported in Table 4.

Table 3. Parameters of retention and hydraulic conductivity curves obtained by applying the inverse
method approach.

Substrates Sample θr θs α n Ks λ

[cm3 cm−3] [cm3 cm−3] [cm−1] [cm h−1]

TMT 1 0.04 0.50 0.06 1.42 2.26 3.66
2 0.04 0.46 0.04 1.36 0.73 3.10
3 0.04 0.46 0.03 1.41 0.41 2.83
4 0.04 0.49 0.03 1.58 10.10 1.54

ATV 1 0.11 0.45 0.09 1.51 1.61 0.09
2 0.11 0.62 0.09 1.66 13.26 0.00
3 0.11 0.69 0.12 1.49 21.13 0.00
4 0.11 0.70 0.08 1.44 100.00 4.23

MIX 1 0.07 0.55 0.04 1.52 4.63 2.53
2 0.07 0.61 0.05 1.42 4.15 0.97
3 0.07 0.48 0.02 1.42 0.33 2.46
4 0.07 0.58 0.05 1.43 17.78 2.11

The parameters of the water retention curves (i.e., α, n, and θs) obtained as the mean of
the parameters of Equation (5) fitted to the individual samples were practically identical to
those obtained by fitting Equation (5) to the mean water retention data. Minor differences in
the two averaging approaches were found for hydraulic conductivity function parameters
(Ks and λ). However, the differences in estimated Ks were reported within a factor of
0.96–1.04 that is negligible in practice. It was concluded that the two averaging approaches
yielded coincident estimations of the substrate hydraulic properties as far as the unimodal
VGM model is considered.
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Table 4. Soil hydraulic parameters obtained by the direct Wind method and the inverse Hydrus-1D
method by considering two averaging approaches.

Substrate Method Averaging
Method θs α n Ks λ

[cm3 cm−3] [cm−1] [cm h−1]

TMT direct θ(h) and K(h)
curves 0.47 0.02 1.61 1.68 3.97

direct estimated
parameters 0.47 0.02 1.60 1.62 6.60

inverse θ(h) and K(h)
curves 0.48 0.04 1.44 1.61 2.65

inverse estimated
parameters 0.48 0.04 1.46 1.60 3.26

ATV direct θ(h) and K(h)
curves 0.66 0.12 1.51 8.90 0.24

direct estimated
parameters 0.66 0.11 1.42 9.24 0.00

inverse θ(h) and K(h)
curves 0.61 0.09 1.52 14.56 0.03

inverse estimated
parameters 0.61 0.10 1.51 14.62 0.30

MIX direct θ(h) and K(h)
curves 0.56 0.03 1.49 2.02 1.60

direct estimated
parameters 0.56 0.03 1.49 2.01 1.65

inverse θ(h) and K(h)
curves 0.55 0.04 1.45 3.25 1.89

inverse estimated
parameters 0.55 0.04 1.43 3.31 0.44

The retention curves and hydraulic conductivity functions obtained for the single
samples of the three substrates with the direct and inverse method are compared in Figure 4.
The plots confirm the good agreement of water retention curve estimates obtained by the
direct and inverse methods with coefficients of determination, R2, that ranged between
0.9768 and 1.00 (Table 5). On average, the best agreement between the water retention curve
estimated by the two methods (i.e., direct and inverse) was observed for the MIX substrate
(mean R2 = 0.9997) and the worst for the TMT substrate (mean R2 = 0.9973). The correlation
for the hydraulic conductivity function was generally lower than the water retention curve,
confirming that the two methods could yield different results for K(h) (Table 5). The
largest discrepancies were observed for substrate TMT with a mean R2 of 0.9741. The
remaining substrates were characterized by similar mean R2 values (R2 = 0.9915 for ATV
and R2 = 0.9916 for MIX). It is worth noting, however, that the worse correspondence
observed for the TMT substrate is mostly determined by a single sample (sample TMT 1)
that resulted in a very different estimation of λ parameters with the two approaches.

The results demonstrated how the two methods of analysis of the evaporation tests
yielded similar results both in terms of the estimated water retention curve and unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity functions. However, even with the inverse method, the marked
tendency to underestimate the near saturated hydraulic conductivity measured with the
UHG method was confirmed.

The bimodal VGM model was used in order to improve the predictive ability of the
inverse Hydrus-1D method at high-pressure head values (Table 6). Due to the increased
flexibility of the bimodal hydraulic functions, higher values of Ks were obtained that better
approached the independently measured values. At the same time, larger λ values were
estimated (Table 6). For the TMT substrate, Ks values estimated by the inverse method
and the bimodal VGM model ranged from 54.1 to 473.4 cm h−1 with an average value of
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182.4 cm h−1. For the ATV substrate, estimated Ks values ranged from 75.3 to 315.7 cm h−1

with an average value of 235.4 cm h−1. Finally, for the MIX substrate, the estimated Ks
values were between 135.8 and 315.6 cm h−1 with an average value of 179.2 cm h−1.
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Table 5. Correlation parameters for the water retention and hydraulic conductivity curves obtained
from direct Wind and inverse Hydrus-1D methods.

Water Retention Curve Hydraulic Conductivity Curve

Substrates Sample Slope Intercept R2 Slope Intercept R2

[cm3 cm−3] [cm h−1]

TMT 1 1.03 −0.01 0.9768 0.80 0.10 0.7453
2 1.03 −0.01 0.9997 2.63 0.00 0.9939
3 1.18 −0.02 0.9900 1.27 0.02 0.8958
4 0.99 0.00 0.9992 0.79 0.05 0.9957

Avg. 1.06 −0.01 0.9943 1.22 0.03 0.9467

ATV 1 1.15 −0.01 0.9992 1.60 −0.02 0.9767
2 1.02 0.00 1.0000 0.26 0.00 0.9993
3 1.08 −0.02 0.9889 4.72 −0.89 0.9675
4 0.99 0.00 0.9997 0.06 0.04 0.9896

Avg. 1.04 0.02 0.9977 0.59 −0.03 0.9948

MIX 1 1.00 0.00 0.9986 0.31 0.01 0.9848
2 0.97 0.01 0.9976 0.76 0.02 0.9924
3 1.19 −0.05 0.9831 4.75 −0.01 0.9924
4 0.98 0.00 0.9976 0.16 0.04 0.9758

Avg. 1.03 −0.01 0.9996 0.66 0.01 0.9930

The mean hydraulic conductivity curves obtained by the inverse method consider-
ing unimodal and bimodal unsaturated hydraulic conductivity functions are plotted in
Figure 5. Compared to the unimodal model, the bimodal model was more effective in
fitting the experimental data points obtained with the UHG method at a pressure head
close to zero.
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Table 6. Parameters of the van Genuchten bimodal water retention (Equation (7)) and hydraulic
conductivity (Equation (8)) functions obtained by the inverse method.

Substrate Sample θr θs α1 n1 Ks λ ω2 α2 n2

[cm3 cm−3] [cm3 cm−3] [cm−1] [cm h−1] [cm−1]

TMT 1 0.04 0.50 0.062 3.07 54.12 2.15 0.168 0.003 1.100
2 0.04 0.47 0.086 1.29 473.40 9.52 0.730 0.030 1.340
3 0.04 0.46 0.010 1.30 121.30 5.44 0.105 0.010 1.100
4 0.04 0.48 0.021 1.65 80.89 3.31 0.099 0.115 3.762

Avg. 0.044 0.476 0.045 1.83 182.43 5.10 0.275 0.040 1.826

ATV 1 0.11 0.45 0.070 2.02 286.20 5.13 0.360 0.044 1.110
2 0.11 0.60 0.075 2.08 263.10 3.67 0.380 0.058 1.300
3 0.11 0.67 0.080 3.97 75.25 3.18 0.575 0.019 1.714
4 0.11 0.66 0.031 1.42 315.70 6.09 0.392 0.090 1.877

Avg. 0.106 0.595 0.064 2.37 235.06 4.52 0.427 0.052 1.500

MIX 1 0.07 0.55 0.068 5.54 135.80 7.74 0.894 0.030 1.519
2 0.07 0.60 0.046 1.10 315.60 4.75 0.579 0.048 1.977
3 0.07 0.46 0.013 2.38 155.30 10.11 0.067 0.072 5.000
4 0.07 0.58 0.057 2.99 110.00 4.68 0.609 0.017 1.332

Avg. 0.070 0.546 0.046 3.00 179.18 6.82 0.537 0.042 2.457
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Figure 5. Hydraulic conductivity curves obtained by the inverse method considering unimodal
(Equations (5) and (6), dot line) and bimodal (Equations (7) and (8), continuous line) VGM models.
Lines represent the average of four replicated samples. Grey crosses and dots represent the measured
K(h) values of individual samples measured by direct Wind and UGH methods, respectively.

4. Discussion

The direct Wind [21] evaporation method with a pressure head measured at three
heights allowed an accurate description of the unimodal water retention curve of the
three considered substrates, provided the θr parameter is fixed at the water content value
measured at h = −150 m. Despite showing a relative larger dispersion at high h values,
the measured unsaturated hydraulic conductivity data were adequately fitted by the
unimodal VGM model when the λ parameter was left unconstrained. The direct Wind
and the inverse Hydrus-1D methods yielded estimations of the water retention data that
were practically coincident and highly correlated (R2 > 0.97) estimations of K(h). The
experimental setup consisting of three tensiometers at 4 cm intervals seemed adequate to
estimate the hydraulic properties of coarse green roof substrates that may be problematic
with the simplified evaporation method, making use of only two tensiometers [23,33]. A
very good estimation performance for the MIX substrate and a relatively good performance
for the coarser TMT and ATV substrates was obtained, thus confirming that this sample
schematization improved identification of the non-linearity of h(t) profiles in the initial stage
of the transient process and reduced errors caused by linearization and quasi steady-state
assumptions [24]. However, for pressure heads higher than −30 cm, direct measurement
of K(h) was inaccessible due to the estimates of the hydraulic gradient that become too
small. This is a well-known limitation of the evaporation method that can be overcome by
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conducting UHG and evaporation experiments in succession on the same sample [20,27].
However, our results showed that this strategy was not enough in the case of green roof
substrates that present a heterogeneous composition with a double order of pores of
different sizes, i.e., micropores and macropores [30]. Indeed, the independently measured
hydraulic conductivity values close to saturation were always underestimated.

When the inverse method with the hydraulic properties expressed by the bimodal
VGM model was used, a close description of the K(h) function in the range from saturation
to the lower limit of the evaporation method was obtained. The effective benefit of using
the bimodal VGM model was sometimes questioned. Peng et al. [3] and Liu and Fassman-
Beck [29] showed that the bimodal VGM model improved the description of substrates’
water retention but the hydraulic conductivity was effectively improved only when a
three-modal function was considered. Turco et al. [30] showed that although the substrate
could have a bimodal behavior, the differences between uni- and bimodal soil hydraulic
characteristics had minimal effects on the hydrological functioning of a green roof, given the
error in simulated runoff volume is less than 1%. They concluded that the unimodal model
must be preferred instead of the bimodal due to the lower number of estimated parameters.

5. Conclusions

The knowledge of the substrate hydraulic properties, i.e., the relationships between
the water pressure head, h, the volumetric water content, θ, and the hydraulic conductivity,
K, of the porous medium, is crucial for the simulation of water fluxes in green roofs
by mechanistic models. The evaporation method could be a very effective and rapid
transient laboratory method for simultaneous determination of θ(h) and K(h) relationships.
In this study, we applied the Wind evaporation method supplemented by steady-state
independent measurements of K(h) conducted close to saturation to estimate the hydraulic
properties of artificial substrates designed for green roof preparation. The results confirmed
that the evaporation method, either direct or inverse, is inadequate to estimate the near
saturated hydraulic conductivity of heterogeneous pore media like the substrates under
study. A much better description of the K(h) function could be obtained only when the
inverse method with the bimodal VGM model was used. Therefore, this approach could be
recommended as an effective strategy for green roof substrate characterization.

However, further investigation is necessary to assess the effectiveness of the bimodal
models in improving the simulation of the hydraulic processes that occur in extensive green
roofs subjected to natural rainfall and evapotranspiration.
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